CCLX ECOSYSTEM
CCLX Mission: “Provide Canadian commercial lines insurers a platform to share and access data about commercial risks
that will help them improve their competitive position in the market.”
The CCLX Ecosystem: A series of data inputs from participating companies and third parties securely collected, stored
and analyzed to create outputs that can be used in underwriting, pricing, marketing, claims and data science initiatives.

Industry Data is collected
through CCLX Stat Plan
Schedules focused on
traditional policy and
claims variables for
benchmark reports, as well
as detail policy and claims
history data.
Third Party Data sources
are identified and licensed
regarding peril risks,
building characteristics,
environmental risks, title
data, etc.

The Industry, Licensed and
Public data components
acquired and collected are
stored, secured and
organized in the CCLX Data
Repository using the
Indatech Data
Management Playbook to
ensure data security,
quality, accuracy,
compliance and
completeness.

Relevant data components
are stored and organized in
the Historical Statistical
Database to create
necessary reports, data
files and rating factors.

From the Historical
Database Statistical
Exhibits and Management
Reports are produced in
various report and data
formats.
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Various components of the
Historical Database are
used to create Insurance
Risk and Other Factors for
application to rating, loss
development, underwriting
and other processes. These
components also add
additional insurance risk
assessment value to the
CCLX COMPLETE Risk
Profiles and Prospecting
Reports.

This additional information
can also be used in data
Prospecting Reports
science initiatives.
include marketing
information for commercial
properties and businesses
with relevant insurance
factors.

Public Data, such as Real
Estate, is acquired to
identify supplementary
commercial property and
business information.
Contact information:

COMPLETE Risk Profiles
(Scouting Reports)
including info about
Construction, Occupancy,
Market, Protection,
Liability, Endorsements,
Title and Exposure, as well
as CCLX Risk Factors.
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